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Abstract:

**Context:** Greater sagittal-plane energy absorption (EA) during the initial impact phase (INI) of landing is consistent with sagittal-plane biomechanics that likely increase anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) loading, but it does not appear to influence frontal-plane biomechanics. We do not know whether frontal-plane INI EA is related to high-risk frontal-plane biomechanics.

**Objective:** To compare biomechanics among INI EA groups, determine if women are represented more in the high group, and evaluate interplanar INI EA relationships.

**Design:** Descriptive laboratory study.

**Setting:** Research laboratory.

**Patients or Other Participants:** Participants included 82 (41 men, 41 women; age = 21.0 ± 2.4 years, height = 1.74 ± 0.10 m, mass = 70.3 ± 16.1 kg) healthy, physically active volunteers.

**Intervention(s):** We assessed landing biomechanics with an electromagnetic motion-capture system and force plate.

**Main Outcome Measure(s):** We calculated frontal- and sagittal-plane total, hip, knee, and ankle INI EA. Total frontal-plane INI EA was used to create high, moderate, and low tertiles. Frontal-plane knee and hip kinematics, peak vertical and posterior ground reaction forces, and peak internal knee-varus moment (pKVM) were identified and compared across groups using 1-way analyses of variance. We used a $\chi^2$ analysis to evaluate male and female allocation to INI EA groups. We used simple, bivariate Pearson product moment correlations to assess interplanar INI EA relationships.
**Results:** The high–INI EA group exhibited greater knee valgus at ground contact, hip adduction at pKVM, and peak hip adduction than the low–INI EA group \((P < .05)\) and greater peak knee valgus, pKVM, and knee valgus at pKVM than the moderate– \((P < .05)\) and low– \((P < .05)\) INI EA groups. Women were more likely than men to be in the high–INI EA group \((\chi^2 = 4.909, P = .03)\). Sagittal-plane knee and frontal-plane hip INI EA \((r = 0.301, P = .006)\) and sagittal-plane and frontal-plane ankle INI EA were associated \((r = 0.224, P = .04)\). No other interplanar INI EA relationships were found \((P > .05)\).

**Conclusions:** Greater frontal-plane INI EA was associated with less favorable frontal-plane biomechanics that likely result in greater ACL loading. Women were more likely than men to use greater frontal-plane INI EA. The magnitudes of sagittal- and frontal-plane INI EA were largely independent.
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**Article:**

**Key Points**

• Greater frontal-plane energy absorption (EA) during the initial 100 milliseconds of landing (INI) was associated with a less favorable frontal-plane biomechanical profile that may contribute to greater anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) loading.

• Women were 3.6 times more likely than men to use a landing strategy with greater frontal-plane INI EA.

• The magnitude of sagittal-plane INI EA generally did not influence the magnitude of frontal-plane INI EA during double-legged jump landings, suggesting the lack of an interplanar EA relationship during the 100 milliseconds immediately after initial ground contact.

• Individuals landing with elevated sagittal- and frontal-plane INI EA may be at increased risk of noncontact ACL injury because they would experience greater combined sagittal- and frontal-plane ACL loading.

The risk of noncontact anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is 2 to 8 times greater in females than in males.\(^1,2\) Accordingly, much research has been focused on identifying neuromechanical differences between sexes to discover the underlying mechanism for noncontact ACL injury.\(^3\)–\(^7\) Investigators\(^4,6,8\) have identified greater knee-valgus angle at initial ground contact (IGC) and peak knee-valgus angle during landing in females than males. Furthermore, frontal-plane knee loading has been shown both in vivo using biomechanical modeling\(^9,10\) and in vitro\(^11\) to contribute to greater ACL loading, and knee-valgus angle and frontal-plane knee moment have been identified as predictors of noncontact ACL injury risk.\(^12\) Consequently, researchers\(^13\) have advocated limiting these frontal-plane biomechanical factors to decrease ACL injury risk.

We demonstrated in part I of this investigation that greater sagittal-plane lower extremity energy absorption (EA) during the initial impact phase (INI; ie, 100 milliseconds after IGC) of double-legged jump landings resulted in a sagittal-plane biomechanical profile that appeared to
contribute to greater ACL loading due to sagittal-plane mechanisms. However, we did not identify differences in frontal-plane knee kinematics or kinetics among INI EA groups, indicating that the magnitude of sagittal-plane INI EA did not directly influence frontal-plane landing biomechanics thought to contribute to ACL loading. Furthermore, women, who represent greater ACL injury risk, were not more likely to be in the high sagittal-plane INI EA group than men. This equal likelihood for men and women to use a higher-risk sagittal-plane landing strategy suggests that the greater ACL injury risk in females may be attributable at least partially to differences in frontal-plane landing strategies. Therefore, we wanted to expand this energetic analysis beyond the sagittal plane to evaluate whether frontal-plane INI EA influences ACL loading attributable to frontal-plane mechanisms.

To our knowledge, only 1 report in which investigators directly evaluated frontal-plane EA during landing has been published. Using a double-legged drop-landing task, Yeow et al observed greater frontal-plane EA at the hip and knee than the ankle and an increase in frontal-plane EA in response to increased landing height. However, the authors did not specifically evaluate the relationships between frontal-plane EA and frontal-plane biomechanics that have been associated with ACL injury.

Pollard et al reported that female athletes exhibiting greater combined peak hip and knee flexion during double-legged drop landings displayed more sagittal-plane EA but less peak knee-valgus angle and average internal knee-varus moment (ie, the internal response to an external knee-valgus moment). They postulated that the greater sagittal-plane EA in the high-flexion group necessitated less frontal-plane knee EA, reducing ACL loading due to frontal-plane mechanisms and indicating a potential interplanar EA relationship whereby greater sagittal-plane knee EA (eccentric contraction of the quadriceps) could enhance frontal-plane support. This notion is supported by Lloyd and Buchanan and Lloyd et al, who demonstrated that the quadriceps and hamstrings musculature, which primarily serve a sagittal-plane function, can resist varus-valgus loading of the knee during both isometric and dynamic tasks primarily via cocontraction. However, Pollard et al reported sagittal-plane EA calculated from IGC to peak knee flexion. Researchers have indicated that greater EA during the initial impact period is unfavorable for ACL loading, whereas greater EA later in the landing phase is more desirable. Furthermore, given that peak ACL loading and injury occur within the first 100 milliseconds of landing, evaluating INI EA may be more applicable when assessing factors related to ACL injury risk. Therefore, the longer time interval used by Pollard et al to calculate EA potentially confounds their proposed relationship between sagittal- and frontal-plane EA and frontal-plane biomechanical ACL injury risk factors. In contrast, when EA was calculated over the INI of landing, Norcross et al reported no differences in frontal-plane landing biomechanics among groups displaying different magnitudes of sagittal-plane INI EA and suggested that interplanar EA relationships do not exist. However, the principal limitation of both studies is that neither group of authors specifically calculated frontal-plane EA, leaving the potential influence of frontal-plane EA on frontal-plane landing biomechanics and interplanar INI EA relationships purely speculative.

Therefore, the purpose of our study was to expand on our sagittal-plane INI EA analyses by (1) ascertaining if frontal-plane INI EA is associated with meaningful differences in frontal-plane biomechanics by comparing the magnitudes of these biomechanical variables among groups
displaying high–, moderate–, and low–frontal-plane INI EA; (2) determining whether women are more likely than men to demonstrate high frontal-plane INI EA; and (3) explicitly evaluating the relationships between the magnitudes of sagittal- and frontal-plane INI EA. We hypothesized that the high–frontal-plane INI EA group would display less desirable biomechanical values than the moderate– and low–frontal-plane INI EA groups, women would be represented more than men in the high INI EA group, and sagittal- and frontal-plane INI EA would be largely independent.

METHODS

We describe our participants and procedures in part I of this study.

Data Sampling and Reduction

Kinematic and kinetic data were sampled, processed, and reduced as described in part I of this study. Using custom computer software (LabVIEW; National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX), we calculated frontal- and sagittal-plane hip-, knee-, and ankle-joint power curves (P) as the product of angular velocity (ω) and net joint moment (M) (P = M × ω). The negative portions of the joint power curves were integrated to calculate negative mechanical joint work during the initial impact phase of landing. Negative joint work values, in which the net joint moment and joint angular velocity are in opposite directions, indicate eccentric muscle actions and represent EA by the muscle-tendon unit. Next, total sagittal-plane and total frontal-plane joint work were calculated by summing the negative joint work at each joint in their respective planes during this time interval. By convention, all INI EA values were positive (ie, large positive values represent greater EA). Total INI EA was calculated to quantify the coordinated actions of the lower extremity joints during the period in landing when ACL injury is thought to occur. We used the same custom software to identify frontal-plane knee angle at IGC, peak values for knee-valgus and hip-adduction angles during the interval from IGC to the minimal vertical position of the whole-body center of mass, and peak vertical and posterior ground reaction force (GRF) and internal knee-varus moment during the INI of landing. We used different time intervals to identify these variables so peak kinetics that can contribute to joint loading were identified during the time when ACL injury likely occurs and the true peak kinematic values during landing were identified correctly because these peak angles generally occur slightly more than 100 milliseconds after IGC. Frontal-plane knee and hip angles at the instant of peak knee-varus moment also were identified. By angular convention, hip abduction and knee varus were positive, whereas hip abduction and knee valgus were negative. The GRFs were normalized to the participant's body weight (× BW−1), frontal-plane knee moment was normalized to the product of the participant’s body weight and height (Ht) (× [BW × Ht]−1), and INI EA was expressed as a percentage of the product of the participant's body weight and height (% BW × Ht). Before statistical analysis, we averaged all dependent variables across the 5 jump-landing trials of each participant.

Statistical Analysis

The magnitude of total frontal-plane INI EA was used to create 3 distinct frontal-plane INI EA groups (tertiles): high, moderate, and low. We used separate 1-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) models to make static comparisons across INI EA groups for each biomechanical factor. When ANOVA models were significant, we calculated pairwise comparisons with the Tukey honestly significant difference test to identify specific group differences for these dependent variables, and used a Pearson $\chi^2$ test of association to determine if more women than men were represented in the high versus low INI EA groups. Simple, bivariate Pearson correlation coefficients were used to assess the relationships among total, hip, knee, and ankle INI EA in the frontal and sagittal planes.

After our primary analyses, we conducted several post hoc analyses using only the participants who were assigned to both high–sagittal-plane and high–frontal-plane (high-high) INI EA groups and the participants who were assigned to both low–sagittal-plane and low–frontal-plane (low-low) INI EA groups. A Pearson $\chi^2$ test of association and the Mantel-Haenszel common odds ratio were used to determine if sex and high-high versus low-low INI EA group allocation were associated and if women were more likely than men to demonstrate both high–sagittal-plane and high–frontal-plane INI EA, respectively. Finally, the low-low and high-high INI EA groups were compared across key ACL-related biomechanical variables using independent-samples $t$ tests.

All analyses were conducted using SPSS (version 17.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY), and the $\alpha$ level was set a priori at equal to or less than .05.

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics and frequency counts by sex for the 3 frontal-plane INI EA groups are presented in Table 1. The means and standard deviations for frontal- and sagittal-plane INI EA are displayed in Table 2.

Participant allocation to tertiles based on total frontal-plane INI EA was successful in creating 3 distinct groups demonstrating high, moderate, and low frontal-plane EA ($F_{2,79} = 55.501$, $P < .001$; Table 1). The 1-way ANOVA detected INI EA group differences for frontal-plane knee angle at IGC ($F_{2,79} = 5.782$, $P = .005$), frontal-plane knee ($F_{2,79} = 12.947$, $P < .001$) and hip ($F_{2,79} = 4.890$, $P = .01$) angles at peak knee-varus moment, peak frontal-plane knee ($F_{2,79} = 19.874$, $P < .001$) and hip ($F_{2,79} = 4.529$, $P = .01$) angles, peak posterior GRF ($F_{2,79} = 4.030$, $P = .02$), and peak knee-varus moment ($F_{2,79} = 16.978$, $P < .001$) but no group differences for peak vertical GRF ($F_{2,79} = 0.424$, $P = .66$; Table 3). Post hoc testing revealed that the high INI EA group landed with greater knee-valgus angle at IGC than the low INI EA group ($P = .001$) and displayed greater peak knee-valgus angles during landing than both the moderate ($P < .001$) and low ($P < .001$) INI EA groups. The high INI EA group also exhibited greater peak knee-varus moment and greater knee-valgus angle at peak knee-varus moment than both the moderate ($P = .001$ and $P = .005$, respectively) and low ($P < .001$ for both) INI EA groups and greater hip adduction at peak knee-varus moment ($P = .01$) and greater peak hip-adduction angle ($P = .007$) than the low INI EA group. Women were more likely than men to be in the high INI EA group ($\chi^2 = 4.909$, $P = .03$). Correlation coefficients between sagittal- and frontal-plane EA during the INI phase of landing are displayed in Table 4. Greater sagittal-plane knee INI EA was associated with greater frontal-plane hip INI EA ($r = 0.301$, $P = .006$), and greater sagittal-plane ankle INI
EA was associated with greater frontal-plane ankle INI EA \((r = 0.224, P = .04)\). No other relationships between frontal- and sagittal-plane INI EA were identified \((P > .05)\).

We did not identify an association between sex and high-high (2 men, 8 women) versus low-low (6 men, 3 women) INI EA group allocation in our post hoc analysis using a test of association \((\chi^2 = 4.232, P = .07)\). However, the Mantel-Haenszel common odds ratio revealed that women were 8 times more likely than men to demonstrate both high sagittal-plane and high frontal-plane INI EA \((P = .05)\). When compared across key ACL-related biomechanical variables, the high-high INI EA group demonstrated 7.5° greater knee valgus at IGC, 11.3° greater peak knee-valgus angle, 71% greater peak posterior GRF, 49% greater peak knee-extension moment, 33% greater peak anterior tibial shear force, and 117% greater peak knee-varus moment than the low-low INI EA group (all \(P < .05\)).
DISCUSSION

The principal findings of this investigation were that greater frontal-plane EA during the initial 100 milliseconds of landing was associated with a less favorable frontal-plane biomechanical profile that may contribute to greater ACL loading and that women were 3.6 times more likely than men to use a landing strategy with greater frontal-plane INI EA. In addition, the magnitude of sagittal-plane INI EA generally did not influence the magnitude of frontal-plane INI EA during double-legged jump landings, suggesting the lack of an interplanar EA relationship during the 100 milliseconds immediately after IGC.

The differences in biomechanical variables across the frontal-plane INI EA groups generally agreed with our hypotheses. We identified greater knee-valgus angle at IGC, peak knee-valgus and hip-adduction angles, peak knee-varus moment, knee-valgus and hip-adduction angles at peak knee-varus moment, and peak posterior GRF in the high than low INI EA group, and only peak vertical GRF did not differ among the INI EA groups (Table 3). The lack of group differences in peak vertical GRF was not surprising given our previous sagittal-plane INI EA analysis and the generally equivocal results of investigations in which researchers have compared peak vertical GRF between sexes (ie, higher and lower ACL injury risk). Regarding frontal-plane knee biomechanics, the mean differences between INI EA groups also appeared to be consequential when compared with findings reported in previous investigations. Hewett et al noted that females who went on to sustain noncontact ACL injuries demonstrated 8.4° more knee valgus at IGC, 7.6° greater peak knee-valgus angle, and about 2.5 times more frontal-plane knee moment than uninjured females. By comparison, the high INI EA group displayed 6.6° more knee valgus at IGC, 14.4° greater peak knee-valgus angle, and about 2.1 times more
frontal-plane knee moment than the low INI EA group. Whereas we clearly are limited in drawing any conclusions regarding injury outcome, the high INI EA group displayed frontal-plane knee biomechanics that are sufficiently different from those of the low INI EA group to potentially result in greater frontal-plane knee loading. Accordingly, we propose that landing strategies with greater total frontal-plane INI EA are likely to cause greater ACL loading.

Despite the greater risk of noncontact ACL injury in females and the association between sagittal-plane INI EA and ACL loading mechanisms, we did not identify a relationship between sex and sagittal-plane INI EA group in part I of this investigation. In contrast, we identified an association between sex and frontal-plane INI EA group in this study (χ² = 4.909, P = .03), finding women were 3.6 times more likely than men to be in the high INI EA group. This suggests that whereas men and women have an equal likelihood of landing with greater sagittal-plane INI EA and, therefore, an equal likelihood of experiencing greater ACL loading due to sagittal-plane mechanisms, women are more likely to absorb greater energy in the frontal plane during initial impact, so they are more likely to experience greater ACL loading caused by frontal-plane mechanisms. Moreover, given that multiplanar knee loading has been shown to result in greater ACL strain than pure sagittal-plane or frontal-plane loading, we suggest that this increased likelihood of greater frontal-plane INI EA coupled with a similar chance of landing with greater sagittal-plane INI EA in women may contribute to their increased risk of ACL injuries. This notion is supported by the results of our post hoc analyses in which we compared the 10 (2 men, 8 women) participants assigned to both high–sagittal-plane and high–frontal-plane and the 9 (6 men, 3 women) participants assigned to both low–sagittal-plane and low–frontal-plane INI EA groups. Although we could not identify an association between sex and high-high versus low-low INI EA group allocation because of small cell frequencies, we did find that women were 8 times more likely than men to demonstrate both high–sagittal-plane and high–frontal-plane INI EA. In addition, the high-high INI EA group demonstrated greater knee valgus at IGC, peak knee-valgus angle, peak posterior GRF, peak knee-extension moment, peak anterior tibial shear force, and peak knee-varus moment than the low-low INI EA group. We suggest that identifying individuals who have greater magnitudes of INI EA in both the sagittal and frontal planes during landing may be a means of accurately discriminating individuals who display high-risk landing biomechanics in multiple planes without assessing the numerous discrete variables currently used for this purpose. Whereas this type of EA analysis still requires motion-capture methods similar to those currently used, we believe that using a single variable for each plane of motion that represents the biomechanical profiles of interest (ie, INI EA) is advantageous because it would simplify the analysis of high-risk landing biomechanics that must be done by comparing multiple individual variables. In addition, these results are clinically important because they suggest that facilitating a decrease in the magnitude of energy absorbed in the sagittal and frontal planes during initial impact in individuals who exhibit the largest magnitudes of combined multiplanar INI EA may be an appropriate intervention to reduce ACL injury risk. Energy absorption is influenced by factors that affect either joint angular velocities or net joint moments during landing, therefore, INI EA might be changed by targeting not one but potentially several different specific modifiable factors, such as muscular strength and activation, joint positioning, and the magnitude of joint motion during landing.

Finally, the lack of a consistent association between frontal- and sagittal-plane INI EA agreed with our hypothesis and suggested that sagittal- and frontal-plane INI EA are generally
independent (Table 4). Apart from relatively weak associations between sagittal-plane knee and frontal-plane hip \((r = 0.301, P = .006)\) and between sagittal- and frontal-plane ankle \((r = 0.224, P = .04)\) EA, we identified no other relationships between the magnitudes of sagittal- and frontal-plane INI EA. Whereas the results of our study confirm our previous findings,\(^{14}\) they conflict with research in which investigators\(^{16}\) have postulated that greater sagittal-plane EA would limit frontal-plane EA and thus frontal-plane knee loading. Though it appears counterintuitive that the magnitudes of sagittal- and frontal-plane INI EA are independent, all individuals do not have to absorb a fixed magnitude of energy during such a limited portion (100 milliseconds) of landing. The total energy of the system during these landings was relatively standardized among participants; however, in addition to energy being absorbed via eccentric contraction and accounted for in the EA calculation, it may be transformed into translational and rotational kinetic energy and into potential energy in each segment of the body and in each plane during landing.\(^{28,36}\) Therefore, the magnitude of energy that needs to be absorbed during this critical time varies and depends on the motion of the individual segments. As a result, the magnitude of sagittal-plane INI EA does not necessarily influence the magnitude of frontal-plane INI EA and likely results in the lack of association confirmed by our investigation.

### Limitations

Our study had limitations. First, the time interval used to identify peak kinematic angles was different from the time interval during which EA was calculated and the peak kinetic variables identified. We identified peak values for the kinetic variables during the initial 100 milliseconds of landing to align with both the EA calculation and the time when ACL injury most likely occurs.\(^{20-22}\) Whereas this time interval differs from the one Hewett et al\(^ {12}\) used to identify peak frontal-plane knee moment as a predictor of ACL injury, we believe we can directly compare our results given the similarity of the landing tasks used and given that even when identified using the time from initial contact to peak knee flexion, the peak frontal-plane moment usually occurs within the first 100 milliseconds of landing (53 ± 37 milliseconds). However, peak kinematic angles do not always occur during the INI of landing (knee valgus = 108 ± 46 milliseconds, hip adduction = 111 ± 63 milliseconds). Therefore, ensuring that we identified the peak kinematic variables during a period that was consistent with previous prospective investigations was important to allow for accurate comparisons among studies. In addition, we do not believe the use of different time intervals for identifying peak kinematics and calculating EA confounds our results because the magnitude of frontal-plane INI EA clearly influences peak frontal-plane kinematics regardless of whether the peak kinematic angles occur slightly more than 100 milliseconds after ground contact.
Second, we studied healthy participants who were generally active but who may not have been regularly involved in activities requiring cutting, pivoting, and decelerating. Therefore, our results may not be generalizable to individuals who regularly perform these tasks and exhibit the greatest injury risk. However, given that the generally active population sustains ACL injuries, albeit at reduced rates, we believe that the results from this active population are clinically applicable.

CONCLUSIONS

Although ACL strain is greater under a combination of anterior shear force and frontal-plane knee moment than the isolated application of these components, considerable disagreement persists about whether sagittal-plane or frontal-plane loading is more responsible for ACL injury. In part I of this investigation, we demonstrated that greater INI EA in the sagittal plane indicated a biomechanical landing profile with greater peak internal knee-extension moment, anterior tibial shear force, and posterior GRF, which may result in greater ACL loading due to sagittal-plane mechanisms. Furthermore, we did not identify an association between sex and sagittal-plane INI EA group, signifying that a similar likelihood exists for men and women to land using this deleterious sagittal-plane strategy. In part II of this study, we reported that greater frontal-plane INI EA indicated frontal-plane landing biomechanics that potentially can increase ACL loading due to purely frontal-plane mechanisms and that women were 3.6 times more likely than men to exhibit higher frontal-plane INI EA during landing. In addition, we identified only 2 relatively weak relationships between the magnitudes of sagittal- and frontal-plane INI EA, indicating that these values generally are independent of one another. Given these findings, we hypothesize that individuals who consistently absorb a higher magnitude of energy in both the sagittal and frontal planes immediately after ground contact would be at highest risk of noncontact ACL injury because they would experience greater combined sagittal- and frontal-plane ACL loading. Considering that inherent variability exists in the magnitude of ACL loading during different movements, these individuals who normally operate at higher ACL-loading levels probably are more likely to experience suprathreshold loading events that actually result in ACL injury. However, future prospective investigation is necessary to test this hypothesis.

In addition, we speculate that the risk of ACL injury in females is increased possibly because they are more likely than males to land with higher frontal-plane INI EA but just as likely to land with higher sagittal-plane INI EA, which increases the likelihood for females to experience greater combined sagittal- and frontal-plane ACL loading. As such, we suggest that identifying biomechanical factors contributing to greater sagittal- and frontal-plane INI EA is paramount and might assist in the design of more efficacious ACL injury-prevention programs. Given that the magnitude of EA during landing is influenced by factors that affect either joint moments or joint angular velocities, we suggest that changing modifiable variables, such as muscle strength, muscle activation, initial contact joint positions, and the magnitude of joint motion during landing, may successfully alter INI EA and potentially reduce ACL injury risk.
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